In magnetic materials, skyrmions are nanoscale regions where the orientation of electron spin changes in a vortex-type manner. Here we show that spin-orbit coupling in a focused vector beam results in a skyrmion-like photonic spin distribution of the excited waveguided fields. While diffraction limits the spatial size of intensity distributions, the direction of the field, defining photonic spin, is not subject to this limitation. We demonstrate that the skyrmion spin structure varies on the deep-subwavelength scales down to 1/60 of light wavelength, which corresponds to about 10 nanometre lengthscale. The application of photonic skyrmions may range from high-resolution imaging and precision metrology to quantum technologies and data storage where the spin structure of the field, not its intensity, can be applied to achieve deep-subwavelength optical patterns.
In magnetic materials, one of the prominent manifestations of spin-orbit coupling is the appearance of skyrmions-nanoscale vortexes of electron spins [9] [10] [11] . Here we show that spin-orbit coupling in a focused vector beam results in a skyrmion-like photonic spin distribution with the photon spin vector either along or opposite to orbital angular momentum, depending on the spatial location in a beam cross-section. For waveguided modes with evanescent fields, this gives rise to a Neel-type photonic skyrmions; while a Bloch-type skyrmion-like photonic spin structure is formed within the central area of focused free-space propagating beams. While diffraction phenomenon limits the size of spatial intensity distributions determined by the electromagnetic field amplitude, the direction of the field, defining its polarization, is not subject to this limitation and can be designed at much finer, deep-subwavelength scales. We demonstrate that the spin structure of a focused vortex beam varies on the deep-subwavelength scales down to 1/60 of light wavelength, which corresponds to about 10 nanometre lengthscale. We show that such subwavelength spin variations can be readily designed since the presence of a spiral phase in the axial field of the beam carrying orbital angular momentum intrinsically accompanies the spin associated with the transverse field of the beam. The application of photonic skyrmions may range from high-resolution imaging and precision metrology to quantum technologies and data storage where the analysis of the spin structure of the beam, not its intensity, can be applied to achieve deep-subwavelength optical field patterns.
All waveguided and surface electromagnetic waves have an evanescent field component and carry spin angular momentum (SAM) which is oriented perpendicular to the direction of their propagation, termed a transverse spin [12] . Optical vortex beams with helical wavefronts also carry intrinsic orbital angular momentum (OAM) described by the vortex topological charge (L) which determines the phase increment around the vortex core [13] . The intensity and spin structure of the evanescent vortex beam with a topological charge L = +1 is shown in Fig. 1 (see Supplementary Information for the details of the simulations and Fig. S1 ). The spin-orbit coupling in such a beam results in a fine structure of the spin state and leads to appearance of a longitudinal SAM (S z ), not present in the evanescent waves without vortices: the oscillations of the electric field vector in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction (transverse electromagnetic field) can be described by a spin vector parallel to the propagation direction. These longitudinal (S z ) and transverse (S r ) SAMs of the evanescent vortex beam vary across the beam crossection and form an optical spin texture ( Fig. 1a,b) . A progressive change of the spin vector is seen from the "up" state in the centre to the opposite, "down" state at the position r=r 0 along the radial direction. This photonic spin structure of the evanescent vortex beam can be proved to be a direct analogue with the structure of the magnetisation direction in the Neel-type skyrmions (skyrmion number n=1, see Supplementary Materials) in magnetic materials [11] . It is interesting to note that the free-space propagating nondiffracting vortex vector beams carry the longitudinal and azimuthal SAM components and do not exhibit skyrmion-like spin structure; at the same time, free-space focused propagating vortex beams have a spin structure which can be approximated by a Bloch-type skyrmion, in contrast to Neel-type skyrmions in the evanescent vortex beams (see Supplementary Information) .
We experimentally demonstrated the spins structure of the evanescent vortex beams on the example of plasmonic vortices [14, 15] . We developed a unique scanning near-field optical microscopy set-up which works in a dark-field-like configuration in order to extract a weak Rayleigh scattering signal from the near-field probe (a polystyrene nanoparticle in this work) from the strong background illumination, enabling super-resolved characterisation of the evanescent field with high signal-to-noise ratio (See SI for the details of the experimental set up). The experimental maps of the spin structure of the plasmonic vortex beams with angular momenta L = +1, 0 and -1 are presented in Fig. 2 . The intensity distributions of RCP and LCP light generated by scattering of the SPP vortex beam is in line with the theoretical predictions ( Fig. 1 a,c and Fig. S5 ). Both the experiment and simulations show that across the beam cross-section, the local spin of the in-plane electric field varies dramatically with the distance to the beam axis. The obtained spin structures for the plasmonic vortices with L = ±1 reveal the multiple reversals of the spin state across the vortex, with the spin state in the centre of the beam determined by the net angular momentum of the excitation beam. For a radially polarized incident beam [16] (L = 0), the spin structure is not observed, as expected because of the absence of OAM associated with the excited surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). For the beams with L = ±1, the spin reversal caused by OAM-SAM coupling is clearly observed with the spin achieving opposite values to the spin of the incident beam, showing efficient OAM in SAM conversion.
In order to characterize the longitudinal spin, we define a spin-related parameter γ s =(I RCP -I LCP )/(I RCP +I LCP )∝S z /I, where I RCP and I LCP are the intensities of the right-and lefthanded circularly polarized components of the transverse field, respectively, and I= I RCP +I LCP . Thus, γ s = +1(-1) represents a pure right (left) -handed circular polarization, γ s =0 represents a linear polarization, and fractional values represent the elliptical polarizations.
In the evanescent vortex beam, the first spin reversal is followed by multiple flips of increasing frequency with the increasing distance (Figs. 1, 3 and Fig. S5 ). The distance required to complete a spin reversal from γ s = +1 to γ s = -1 state is plotted in Fig. 1d . Except for the first reversal close to the beam axis for which the distance is on the order of the diffraction limit, the other spin reversals takes place at the deep-subwavelength scales. For example, the second spin reversal requires only approximately λ/17 distance. While the intensity variations within a light beam are subject to diffraction limit (~ λ/2), the spin structure which is determined by the direction and not the amplitude of the electric field is not governed by diffraction and can achieve deep-subwavelength resolution. This provides a new concept to modulate optical fields on the deep-subwavelength scales using focused vortex beams which can be used for applications in precision metrology, ultra-sensitive displacement sensor, super-resolution imaging, chiral molecule detection, to name but a few. In the above theoretical analysis, the only assumption is a spiral phase associated with the axial field, so the considerations are applicable to any type of vortex beams with this property, being free-space, evanescent or waveguided modes.
The high-resolution cross-sectional profile of the spin state reversal is shown in Fig. 3a for the L = +1 beam. It reveals the changes of the spin state from positive to negative on subwavelength scales. Away from the beam centre, the second spin reversal (Fig. 3c , light green area in Fig. 3a ) takes place over the distance of 53 nm (37.5 nm from the simulations, Fig. 3d ). A more interesting for practical applications is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the sharp dip between the peaks, which is approximately 15 nm (λ/45) measured in the experiment (approximately 10 nm or λ/63 from simulations). The deviation of the experimental measurements from the theoretical prediction is probably caused by the size of the probe nanoparticle which limits the spatial resolution. These observed sharp features of optical fields, experimentally demonstrated here on the example of SPPs but characteristic for all kinds of waveguided modes and focused vortex beams, can be engineered using spin-orbit coupling in focused vortex beams and serve as a probe for deepsubwavelength imaging, high precision metrology and chirality mapping.
In summary, an intrinsic connection and transformations between the two forms of angular momenta associated with a confined electromagnetic field allows engineering of local spin in the focused beam irrespectively of the spin of the incident light. The observed spin variations resemble skyrmion structure associated with magnetization orientation variations in magnetic materials and can be considered as a photonic analogue of magnetic skyrmions, bringing about exciting applications in metrology, sensing, data storage and quantum technologies. In (a,c), a scanning step is 2 nm. All other experimental parameters are as in Fig. 2 .
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Deep-subwavelength features of photonic skyrmions in a confined electromagnetic field with orbital angular momentum 1. Experimental setup for characterizing the spin structure in a surface plasmon vortex.
The experimental setup for studies of the super-fine spin structure of a tightly-focused surface plasmon polariton (TM-type evanescent wave) on a metal-air interface is shown in Fig. S3 . An A typical back focal image of the reflected beam from the 3-layer structure is captured with CCD1 and is shown in Fig. S4 (a) , where a dark ring indicates the excitation of the SPPs at the airsilver interface. In order to spatially separate a weak SPP scattering from a nanoparticle and a directly transmitted background light, a circular opaque mask is inserted into the beam path and an annular beam is formed to illuminate a sample via the focusing objective lens. The size of the mask is carefully designed in order not to affect the excitation of the SPPs while to block incident light at low incident angles ( Fig. S4 (b) ). The annular beam is over-focused slightly onto the sample such that the SPP scattering from a nanoparticle is collected and focused at a point different from the transmitted annular beam along the optical axis. The Rayleigh scattering image of a single PS nanosphere captured at CCD2 is shown in Fig. S4 (c) , from which we can clearly observe the spatial separation of the Raleigh scattering signal from the particle and the transmitted light. As a result, by placing a fiber coupler (which acts as a pinhole) near the imaging plane of the collection objective lens, the scattered light can be separated from the background direct transmission. Fig. S4 (d) shows a dark field image of the PS nanoparticles immobilized on the silver film, demonstrating well separated particles allowing for single-nanoparticle studies.
Calculations of electromagnetic field in an optical system with axial symmetry.
In order to illustrate the spin-orbit properties in a confined electromagnetic field in an axisymmetric optical system, we consider a propagation of a beam in a source free, homogeneous and isotropic medium for which the Hertz vector potential (П) can be introduced to reduce the Maxwell's equations to a single scalar differential equation [22] . Assuming exp(-iωt) time dependence and propagating in z-direction (exp(ik z z)), the electromagnetic fields of a transverse magnetic (TM) mode in a cylindrical coordinate system (r, φ, z) can be described as
where ε is the permittivity of the medium, ω is the angular frequency of the wave, k r and k z are the in-plane and axial wave-vector components, respectively, obeying the relation k r 2 +k z 2 =k 2 =ε r k 0 2 , ε r =ε/ε 0 is the relative permittivity of the medium, and k 0 and k are the wavevectors in free space and in the medium, respectively. Similarly, transverse electric (TE mode) can be described as
where μ=1 is the permeability of the medium. Since both TE and TM modes possess a similar spin property, we only consider TM-modes in the following calculations and analysis.
The Hertz vector potential satisfies the following Hertz wave equation in the cylindrical coordinate system: 
where A is a complex-valued constant and J l denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of the order l. This Herz vector potential describes the electromagnetic field with a spiral phase of a topological charge "l" (20) . Subsequently, each components of electric and magnetic fields can be obtained using Eqs. (1,2).
Theoretical analysis of photonic spin structure in an evanescent optical vortex.
We first consider the situation for an evanescent optical vortex (e-OV). In this case, the in-plane In this work, polystyrene nanosphere with diameter of 320 nm is employed as the near-field scatter in order to out-couple the SPP field with a certain local spin state into the far-field scattering radiation of elliptical polarization. In order to understand the optical response of the PS nanosphere, we performed numerical simulation with finite-difference time-domain method by using the commercial software Lumerical.
The schematic diagram of the structure is shown in Fig. S6 (a) . In the simulation, the silver film thickness is set to 50 nm. The refractive indices of air, glass substrate and PS nanosphere are set to 1,
1.51 and 1.48, respectively, and that for the silver film is obtained from the Material Database in the software. The gap between the nanosphere and silver film is set to 2 nm, to mimic the separation that created by the 4-MBA molecules, which is employed in the experiment to facilitate the formation of isolated PS nanospheres on the silver film. In the simulation set-up, the incident beam at 633 nm with total field scattered field (TFSF) scheme is employed. Figure S6 (b-c) shows the calculated far-field scattering radiation patterns from the PS nanosphere at the Fourier domain, under the illumination with an x-polarized and a z-polarized incident light, respectively. As can be seen, a transversal electric field excites a scattering radiation mainly concentrated at small angles while a longitudinal electric field primary at large angles.
Considering the NA of the collection objective lens that is used in the experiment (NA=0.7), the collection efficiency ratio is plotted in Fig. S6 (d 
